Please! Don’t Put Me in Charge!
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Objective: Inspire each person to shed their reluctance to be a person of
influence both at work and in life. Without courage, it is easy for your employee to
declare, “I’m not a leader.”
Summary: This program gives the emerging or novice leader the ability to
transform from a Reluctant Leader™ into an influential person who leads with
courage and conviction.

PROGRAM FORMATS
Keynote: An
overview of the
problem and
suggested solutions.

Unless your key employees step up to influence others, have impact, and serve
as agents of change your organization will stagnate, underperform, and lose
valuable employees. You want these men and women to confidently step up
and say “yes.”

2-hours: A brieﬁng
on the issue and
creation of one viable
solution.

Keynote: Don’t Let Your Reluctance to Lead be Your Career Stopper

4-hours: A handson problem solving
session.

2-hour: Awaken the Influencer Within by Going through the Leader Door™
with Confidence

To customize
4-hour: You Can Lead Others Once You Master Leading Yourself! A High Road® Solution material for your
audience, Ron uses
WHY MY PRESENTATION IS EFFECTIVE
his Sparkplug™
A presentation is a waste of time if the attendee does not get an ‘A-HA’ moment
Research Process.
or cannot use the information.
 I facilitate a learning process where, from the beginning, attendees formulate solutions for their issues.


The attendee gets real-life solutions instead of theories and understands the WHY before we go into
the HOW.



The tools and solutions I share are proven eﬀective because they work for me, my clients,
and my teams.



The attendee learns faster and retains the information longer because it is anchored with
stories, humor, creative learning techniques including reinforcement and visual cues.



By the end of the program, the attendee has written an individualized action plan for improvement.

SCHEDULE RON RAEL TO DELIVER THIS TOPIC AT YOUR NEXT
CONFERENCE OR LEADERSHIP SESSION
CONTACT US BY PHONE 425-898-8072
OR EMAIL RON@HIGHROADINSTITUTE.COM

